Abstract-2.5D maps are preferable for representing the environment owing to their compactness. When noisy observations from multiple diverse sensors at different resolutions are available, the problem of 2.5D mapping turns to how to compound the information in an effective and efficient manner. This paper proposes a generic probabilistic framework for fusing efficiently multiple sources of sensor data to generate amendable, high-resolution 2.5D maps. The key idea is to exploit the sparse structure of the information matrix. Gaussian Markov Random Fields are employed to learn a prior map, which uses the conditional independence property between spatial location to obtain a representation of the state with a sparse information matrix. This prior map encoded in information form can then be updated with other sources of sensor data in constant time. Later, mean state vector and variances can be also efficiently recovered using sparse matrices techniques. The proposed approach allows accurate estimation of 2.5D maps at arbitrary resolution, while incorporating sensor noise and spatial dependency in a statistically sound way. We apply the proposed framework to pipe wall thickness mapping and fuse data from two diverse sensors that have different resolutions. Experimental results are compared with three other methods, showing that, while greatly reducing computation time, the proposed framework is able to capture in large extend the spatial correlation to generate equivalent results to the computationally expensive optimal fusion method in covariance form with a Gaussian Process prior.
I. INTRODUCTION Two-and-a-half dimensional (2.5D) maps have been widely used in robotics to represent the environment in a compact manner. A 2.5D grid map is a two-dimensional grid where each cell stores the measurement at the corresponding place of the environment. For instance, elevation maps represent the height of the surface [1] ; occupancy maps store in each cell a binary value which specifies whether a location is occupied or not [2] .
In order to build a precise 2.5D grid map, measurements from one or multiple sensors need to be combined in a consistent manner. A key challenge is to exploit the spatial correlation when fusing large amount of data in a theoretically sound and computationally efficient way. While fusion is usually performed within each cell, spatial dependencies between nearby sensor measurements are often ignored. Some recent approaches [3] and [4] consider spatial correlation by using Gaussian Processes (GPs) [5] to fuse large amount of sensor data. However, it requires expensive operations to invert a relatively dense covariance matrix.
This paper proposes a probabilistic framework to integrate measurements from multiple (diverse) sensors into a single high-resolution map. Our previous work [6] avoids inverting a large covariance matrix in Bayesian fusion by building conditionally independent submaps. This work follows the same idea of first building a spatially correlated prior map from one sensor dataset and then updating this prior with another source of sensor data. But we avoid hard cut-off of cross-correlations between submaps and perform Bayesian fusion in information form for the whole map. Based on the recent findings in [7] , we approximate the continuous Gaussian Random Fields (GRFs 1 ), which is modelled by GPs in [6] , using Gaussian Markov Random Field (GMRF) [8] . GMRF also captures the spatial correlation of the data and can infer a prior map. This prior, however, is denoted by the information vector and a sparse information matrix. The sparseness of the information matrix is induced by the Markov property. Bayesian fusion is then performed in information form inexpensively. After fusion, mean and variances can be recovered efficiently by applying sparse matrices techniques.
The contribution of this paper is then two-fold: 1) the use of GMRF to model 2.5D grid maps in information form, which allows efficient inference and more importantly, 2) allows linear time update of the prior map by fusing in information form while considering spatial correlation.
The proposed framework is applied to the scenario of high-resolution pipe wall thickness mapping. For evaluation, we fuse information from two kinds of sensors that are commonly used to assess condition in pipelines. The proposed approach is compared with a fully correlated fusion with an underlying GPs model, a partially correlated GPs model (sparse covariance matrix) [5] , and the uncorrelated standard fusion approach. Experimental results demonstrate the validity of the proposed approach in building 2.5D maps at high resolution in an efficient manner.
II. RELATED WORK
In the context of 2.5D grid mapping, there has been extensive work in the literature [1] , [2] , [9] , [10] . In [10] , for instance, a statistical representation that accounts for sensing uncertainty of each sensor data is built for a terrain mapping application. Our method is similar to [10] since we also use Bayesian fusion. However, instead of single variances, we consider a prior model to capture the spatial correlation.
GPs, a powerful non-parametric Bayesian technique used for regression and classification, are able to capture the spatial correlation (auto and cross covariance) of data. In recent years, GPs have been introduced for 2.5D mapping. It is demonstrated that GPs could be used to achieve rich and reliable probabilistic inference about unobserved regions [11] . Data fusion is formulated as GPs regression and 1 When the input vectors are 2D, GPs are also known as GRFs.
results are improved by including a covariance matrix. Our previous work [4] and [6] use the prior map generated by GPs for Bayesian fusion. Thus a single measurement influences its neighbourhood by considering the spatial correlations.
Large-scale datasets pose a challenge for Bayesian methods as computation complexity is usually high due to factorising the dense covariance matrix. To tackle this issue, [11] uses KD-tree based local nearest neighbour structure to approximate GPs learning and inference, but the number of neighbours is determined empirically. Other solutions may be found in the GPs approximation methods, such as [12] and [13] . Submapping techniques are also used to account for this problem [6] . Some challenges in submapping include how to define the size of submaps (to what extend cross correlations should be kept) and how to join local submaps properly.
Although expensive in covariance form, Bayesian fusion is "cheap" in information form [14] . Extensive examples in multi-sensor data fusion [15] and Simultaneous Mapping and Localisation (SLAM) [16] show that fusion in information form is more efficient than its dual as only requires an addition operation. However, it is usually expensive to recover the state estimate (mean and variance) unless the information matrix is (enforced to be) sparse. In [16] , the sparse information matrix is maintained by using an undirected graph with local relative constraints (edges) between pairs of nearby points in the map, which is in fact a GMRF [17] . The motivation of this paper is then to use a sparse information matrix in Bayesian fusion and thus save computation time, while considering spatial correlations.
GMRFs are discrete domain GRFs equipped with the Markov property. GMRFs enjoy great computational advantages by combining the analytical formulations of Gaussian distributions with the conditional independence property [8] . Although GMRF has not raised much attention in multisensor data fusion for 2.5D mapping, an example can be found in [18] . It models local correlations by the numerically defined clique potential functions of neighbourhoods, while the information matrix is not used at all.
III. APPROACH OVERVIEW
We consider information-form Bayesian fusion for 2.5D grid mapping. First, for one sensor dataset, a prior map which contains the spatial correlation is generated using a GMRF. Then Bayesian fusion is done in information form, which takes linear computation time.
Given a sensor dataset
.., (x n , y n )} with n point-referenced measurements, where x i ∈ X is the spatial location at which the sensor data y i ∈ Y is measured. Ψ 1 is taken from a latent process y i = ξ i + ε i , where ξ i = ξ (x i ) ∈ ξ ξ ξ , and ξ ξ ξ is Gaussian distributed. ε = {ε i } n i=1 is the noise term. GMRF is used to learn the pdf of ξ ξ ξ from Ψ 1 and we get p (ξ ξ ξ |X, Ψ 1 ). Data at any points X * could be inferred by the GMRF by computing p (ξ ξ ξ |X * , Ψ 1 ). It is then straightforward to use such conditional distribution as the prior p(ξ ξ ξ |X) = N (η η η, Q −1 ) for Bayesian fusion. When the new measurements Ψ 2 come, the prior map can be updated.
z ), where Q −1 z is the uncorrelated information matrix. The maximum a posteriori estimator is applied to integrate the prior map with the new measurements, and we get the posterior distribution
Finally, the mean state vector and the variances can be efficiently recovered from the information-form as explained in Section V and Section VII.
IV. PRIOR MAP A. Background: GMRF and Continuously indexed GMRF
GMRFs are MRFs where all variables ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n are jointly Gaussians. The Markov property is depicted as: for i = j, ξ i and ξ j are independent conditional on the other variables ξ −i j . A GMRF is defined on a set of discretely indexed sites connected by a graph G , which displays conditional independence of ξ ξ ξ . ξ ξ ξ is a GMRF with reference to G with mean µ µ µ and information matrix (inverse of covariance matrix) Q if its pdf is in the below form:
where Q encodes the Markov property: Q i j = 0 if and only if ξ i and ξ j are conditionally independent. A GMRF is specified by Q, and different Q shows different Markov properties of the random field. To construct Q, the particular neighbourhood structure must be defined, according to the data to be modelled. Recently, [7] proposed a new kind of continuously indexed GMRF, which explicitly maps the Matérn GRF. Assuming ξ (x x x) is a realisation of random field ξ situated at x x x ∈ R 2 , such GMRF is obtained by solving a stochastic partial differential equation (SPDE). Q is then specified, and has an explicit link with the Matérn covariance matrix (see Appendix).
We apply the continuously indexed GMRF to model the spatially correlated data because of two reasons. First, such GMRF is able to capture the structure of spatial correlations and therefore inference can be made in regard of correlations between locations. Second, it does not lose information due to binning the data locations to a regular grid map before applying the GMRF for the grid; and thus the spatial resolution of the grid does not affect the inference significantly.
B. Mapping
The continuously indexed GMRF is used to build the prior map p(ξ ξ ξ |X) ∼ N (η η η, Q −1 ). Considering n observations y i at locations x x x i , i = 1, . . . , n, we define the model as:
where m is the mean function, f models the underlying process and ε i is ith noise term. The noise is considered independent, not necessarily identical, distributed as N (0, σ 2 ε,i ). When the noise is assumed to be constant, σ 2 ε,i
can be learned together with other parameters. The GMRF model is specified by mean function m and parameters in Matérn covariance function (denoted as θ θ θ ). Without loss of generality zero mean function for m can be assumed. The parameters θ θ θ are then learned by solving SPDE using finite element method [7] and used to build the information matrix Q, as is explained in the Appendix. Predicting the information matrix and the mean vector at the query locations X * is done by using:
Here Q ε is a diagonal matrix that represents the precision of data itself, i.e., the inverse of variance of data noise.
In our particular case, we do not consider the sensor noise to be constant. Note that with the zero-mean function, the information vector η η η corresponding to µ µ µ becomes:
The comparison between (4b) and (5) shows that maintaining η η η is cheaper than estimating its dual. Therefore we use η η η for fusion. When µ µ µ is needed, the expensive calculation of Q −1 Q(X * , X)(y y y − m m m(X)) in (4b) can be done by first computing sparse Cholesky factorisation Q = LL and then solving Qx = Q(X * , X)(y y y − m m m(X)) using forward and backward substitutions. Reordering methods (nested dissection [19] , CAMD [20] , etc.) are often required to achieve sparsity. For large-scale data (n > 10 6 ) iterative equation solvers [21] can provide an approximate solution.
V. FUSION IN INFORMATION FORM
Having obtained the spatially correlated prior map p(ξ ξ ξ |X) ∼ N (η η η, Q −1 ) from Section IV-B, we model the new independent measurements z as Gaussian distributed p(z|ξ ξ ξ , x) = N (µ µ µ z , Q −1 z ) and use it to update the prior map by the maximum a posteriori estimator. We obtain the posterior density p(ξ ξ ξ |z, X) in information form as,
where H is the observation matrix, which selects part of state ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n that is observed by z. H equals to I n×n when the full state ξ ξ ξ is observed through z. Q z is a diagonal matrix with the entries being the inverse of constant or non-constant noise variances σ 2 z,i . By regarding the fusion results as new prior, any new data sources can update the map.
Note that even the most expensive computation H Q z H in (6) is done in constant time. The update acts to strengthen existing constraints between measurements. In (6b), the addition of H Q z H does not make denser the prior information matrix Q. The posterior mean µ µ µ + can be recovered by solving the sparse linear system Q + x = η η η + in a similar way as in Section IV-B. The posterior variances could also be recovered efficiently using the approach proposed by [22] .
VI. APPLICATION TO THICKNESS MAPPING

A. Sensor information
The proposed approach is applied to 2.5D thickness mapping for water pipes. We fuse two data sources that contain pipe's remaining wall thickness measurements: 1) a pulsed-Eddy current sensor [23] (abbr. LR sensor) and 2) a magnetic flux leakage sensor [24] (abbr. HR sensor) both modelled with non-constant noise. Information of these two heterogeneous sensors correspond to data-sets Ψ 1 and Ψ 2 , respectively. Another data source generated using a 3D laser scanner [25] is used as ground-truth.
All the sensor measurements were taken from a real cast-iron pipe section of 1000 mm length and 2073.5 mm circumference. HR sensor and LR sensor cover the full area with a 2D grid of 192 × 100 and 42 × 20 respectively. The ground-truth covers the full circumference and the 0 to 891.8 mm length, and each cell's size is 1.2mm×1.2mm. Therefore quantitative comparisons with ground-truth are done from 0 to 891.8 mm length and the whole circumference.
LR sensor data (mean thickness map and uncertainty map) are shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 2(a) . HR sensor data are shown in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 2(b) . HR sensor data are very sparse and contain only 2043 readings. Neither LR nor HR sensor has constant noise, see Fig. 2(a) and Fig.  2(b) . The ground-truth is shown in Fig. 1(c) . Note that in these 2.5D plots, thickness and uncertainty are shown in colour. Also, the Cylindrical coordinates of the real pipe have been converted into Cartesian coordinates, i.e., vertical axis corresponds to the circumferential axis of the pipe and the horizontal axis is the longitudinal axis.
B. Prior thickness map
Either dataset could be used to train the GMRF model. GMRF will assign the gaps in the sensor data the probabilistic values that are correlated with neighbouring areas covered by the sensors. The continuously indexed GMRF is able to increase/decrease the resolution of the grid map by inference. Even with data observed at irregular grids, the piecewise linear approximation method [7] could model the spatial correlation properly, whereas the traditional GMRF model can only handle X * with the same resolution as X appropriately. Aiming at predicting the high-resolution map, we use LR sensor dataset to learn the continuously indexed GMRF and conduct fusion at the same resolution as the HR sensor dataset (vice-versa is possible).
We use a zero mean function and Matérn covariance function in GMRF model. The mean and covariance function could be set to be others with some modification to the SPDE model [7] . The order of Matérn covariance function is set to be ν = 2. Other parameters are learned via solving the SPDE. Our implementation uses the R-INLA package [26] . R-INLA first approximates ξ ξ ξ with piecewise linear basis functions, which are defined on a triangular domain, and then gets the GMRF by solving (12) using finite element methods (FEM). This approach is proved to be the best linear approximation to the continuous solution to SPDE [7] . Note that the parameters of SPDE have a direct link with that of Matérn covariance function (see Appendix).
Then probabilistic thickness map of LR sensor at 192 × 100 resolution (see Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(d) ) is obtained by the sum of linear predictor components. However, this approach cannot produce the conditional information matrix for the queried locations, but only produces the information matrix of triangular basis functions. To obtain the desired information matrix, we first calculate the coefficients of information matrix using the Result 1 of [7] , and then optimise the parameters of the information matrix by minimising its difference with the real Matérn covariance matrix.
C. Bayesian fusion in information form
In Bayesian fusion, the prior map will be updated using the HR sensor data. In information form, the update can be done cheaply. After obtaining the information-form posterior map, the mean estimates and the variances can be recovered very efficiently following the methods in Section V. By fusion, the low resolution, but dense data from LR sensor and high resolution, but sparse data from the HR sensor are integrated into a dense and high-resolution map.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section compares the fusion results of the proposed method and three other comparison methods. 2 We first briefly describe these three methods as follows.
Method 1 (optimal) uses GPs, with zero mean function and Matérn covariance function, to learn the spatially correlated data from LR sensor, and then infer the high-resolution map p(ξ ξ ξ |X) ∼ N (µ µ µ, Σ), which is used as the prior map for fusion. The HR sensor readings are modelled as p(z|ξ ξ ξ , X) ∼ N (µ µ µ z , R), where R = Q −1 z is a diagonal matrix with sensor noise variances entries. The prior map is updated with HR sensor data by Bayesian fusion via maximum a posteriori, and the posterior map is:
Method 1 is able to cover the long-length correlation, and is optimal in the sense that the full correlation is modelled. However, there are many fill-ins in the covariance matrix. Method 2 is almost the same as Method 1, with the only difference that the compactly supported piecewise polynomial covariance function K pp,2 (r) [5] is used in GPs. We denote such GPs as sparse GPs.
where r is the distance between positions; σ 2 is the variances. j = D/2 +3 and D is the data dimension, here D = 2. Such covariance function generates a sparse covariance matrix by forcing correlations between faraway cells to be zero. Method 2 is similar to our approach in the sense that only correlations between adjacent points are kept. However, the compactly supported kernel cuts the correlation in a hard way while our approach learns the best approximation. In fairness, we choose parameters in (9) in such a way that the cross-correlation of the sparse covariance matrix stays 0.1, which covers the same correlation distance as ours.
Method 3 is standard Bayesian fusion using the uncorrelated measurements, denoted as Naïve fusion. The spatial correlation from the LR sensor data is not learned. The posterior mean and variances are:
The computation complexity of Method 3 is linear. However, point measurement is not propagated to the neighbouring points since there are no correlations between them. The prior map inferred by the proposed method, Method 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 3 . Note that since Method 3 cannot infer the prior map, we use our prior map in Method 3 for the fusion. The posterior maps generated by the proposed method and Method 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. 4 . It shows that the proposed method generates fusion results similar to that of Method 1, which is optimal. Since Method 2 only considers local correlation, one single measurement only updates a small number of neighbours. Method 3 does not include spatial correlation and point-to-point fusion is done. It is obvious that all fusion methods reduce the uncertainty. Since GMRF is conservative, the uncertainty of the proposed approach is larger than that of Method 1. Since correlations between far-away locations are ignored, either in a static way as Method 2 and Method 3, or in a continuous way as the proposed method, the uncertainty map produced by these methods are not as 'smooth' as the fully correlated fusion.
For quantitative evaluation, we compute the root mean squared error (rmse in mm) for the mean thickness maps using the down-sampled laser scanning data as ground-truth. The rmse of LR sensor data and HR sensor data (Fig. 1) Table I compares the computation time and complexity. All computations are done on a workstation with sixteen 3.10 Ghz Intel Xeon E5-2687W processors. GPs modelling and Bayesian fusion in covariance form are implemented in Matlab. GMRF computations and Bayesian fusion in information form are done in R Studio. Table I shows that both GPs inference and Bayesian fusion suffer the cubic operation while the computations with the sparse information matrix is much cheaper. When the sparsity of the information matrix is changed (or the correlations between points), the complexity shown in Table I remains the same for all rows except for the cost of recovering the mean and variance as it will increase when data become more correlated. For an information matrix with a general sparse structure, reordering will is done first and then Choelsky factorisation costs O(N 3/2 ), producing a substantial complexity reduction when N is large. Another observation from Table I is that fusion in Method 2 costs almost the same time as Method 1. This is because the GPs inference destroys the zero pattern of the sparse covariance matrix and the covariance matrix gets populated. We also compare the complexity for fusion when all the methods are formulated in information form. Generally speaking, Methods 1 and 2 require O(N 2 ) for information-form fusion and O(N 3 ) to recover the mean and variances. However in the latter, complexity can often be reduced by exploiting information matrix sparsity. In our application, the information matrix recovered from the GPs is less sparse than the one obtained by the GMRF.
VIII. CONCLUSION This paper proposes a generic framework to fuse multiple sources of (different) sensor data into a probabilistic 2.5D grid map in a computationally efficient way. This framework is capable of handling large-scale data and generating highresolution maps, while modelling (heterogeneous) sensor noise and spatial correlation in a statistically sound way. A novel GMRF representation is first built on one source of spatially correlated sensor data. Such GMRF model is an explicit mapping to the latent continuous field and is able to infer the high-resolution map from low-resolution data efficiently. The predicted high resolution map, represented in information form, is then used as the prior for Bayesian fusion and is updated with another source of sensor data. Bayesian fusion with the sparse information matrix allows to update the whole map with the sparse observations within constant time. The mean and uncertainty map are then recovered in constant time by exploiting the sparseness structure.
The proposed work is applied to the 2.5D mapping of pipe's remaining wall thickness. Experimental results, when compared with three standard fusion methods, demonstrate the validity of the proposed work in generating accurate thickness maps in a highly efficient manner. (h) ). Note that we use our prior map for fusion in Method 3.
